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Greeks Bearing Gi!s

John M. Frame

The ancient Greeks were not the "rst civilization in the West, but 
they made such immense contributions to art, architecture, sci-
ence, politics, warfare, education, poetry, history, and philosophy 

that many discussions of these subjects, even today, begin with them. Until 
the twentieth century, when Eastern religion and philosophy began to 
make a major impact, Western thought had two roots: Greek and biblical. 
Some thinkers tried to synthesize these traditions in various ways; others 
saw an antithesis and sought to be consistent with one or the other.

Although I greatly admire the creative brilliance of the Greek think-
ers, I believe it is a serious mistake to adopt their worldviews or to try to 
synthesize their thinking with the worldview of the Bible. #e Greeks and 
the biblical writers did explore many common themes: God and gods, the 
nature of reality, the origin of the world, human nature, wisdom, knowl-
edge, ethics, politics, and even salvation. We can still learn much from the 
Greek discussions of these topics. But the ancient wariness about “Greeks 
bearing gi!s” should be applied to the study of Greek worldviews.1 #e 
chief bene"t in studying Greek thought is to understand better the philo-
sophical and cultural consequences of rejecting biblical theism.

#e word rejecting may seem harsh. Did the Greeks have access to 
Scripture? And if not, how could they have rejected it? #e early Christian 
writer Justin Martyr thought that Plato got the idea for his Demiurge (a 
godlike "gure in the dialogue Timaeus) from the writings of Moses. Justin’s 
hypothesis is historically unlikely, and it is a symptom of Justin’s overesti-

1. #e phrase “beware of Greeks bearing gi!s” paraphrases a text from Virgil’s Aeneid 
and other sources. #e allusion is to the Trojan horse. #e Greeks sent the Trojans a huge 
wooden horse as a supposed gi!. A!er it was brought into the city of Troy, Greek soldiers 
emerged from the wooden structure, wreaking havoc. 
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mation of the coherence between Platonism and the Bible. But whatever 
we may say about the commerce in ideas between Greece and the Near 
East, the Bible does tell us that the Greeks, like all people, had the resources 
for formulating a theistic worldview. According to Romans 1:18–23, 

For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and unrigh-
teousness of men, who by their unrighteousness suppress the truth. For what can 
be known about God is plain to them, because God has shown it to them. For his 
invisible attributes, namely, his eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly 
perceived, ever since the creation of the world, in the things that have been made. 
So they are without excuse. For although they knew God, they did not honor 
him as God or give thanks to him, but they became futile in their thinking, and 
their foolish hearts were darkened. Claiming to be wise, they became fools, and 
exchanged the glory of the immortal God for images resembling mortal man and 
birds and animals and reptiles.

Because of God’s self-revelation in creation, Paul states, all people, Greeks 
included, know the biblical God, but the human race has rejected this 
knowledge and has come to worship images of created things.

When Paul visited Athens, he found it “full of idols” (Acts 17:16). He 
preached there to an audience that included Epicurean and Stoic philoso-
phers, and concluded by demanding their repentance for the sin of idolatry. 
Although Epicureans and Stoics had little use for traditional Greek gods, 
Paul evidently believed that Stoic materialistic pantheism and Epicurean 
atomism were no better than the worship of Zeus and Apollo. #e world 
is not governed by impersonal fate (Stoicism) or impersonal (occasionally 
random) movements of atoms (Epicurus) but by a personal God who “has 
"xed a day on which he will judge the world in righteousness by a man 
whom he has appointed; and of this he has given assurance to all by raising 
him from the dead” (Acts 17:31). When Paul said this, some mocked, some 
withheld judgment, and a few believed.

#e biblical God tolerates no rivals. It is wrong to worship Baal, 
Moloch, Dagon, Marduk, Zeus, Apollo, or Aphrodite. It also is wrong to 
regard the natural order as absolute, as an uncreated, self-su+cient reality. 
For both the “religious”2 and the “secular” alternatives deny God the wor-
ship due him alone. In this sense, both the materialistic Stoics and Epicu-
reans and the spiritualistic Plato are idolaters.

Greek Worldviews: One and Many

We sometimes speak of “Greek philosophy” or even “Greek thought” 
as if it represented a single worldview. However, even at "rst glance, there 

2. I put “religious” in quotes, for in a larger sense all worldviews are religious, even 
those called “secular.” A person’s religious faith is his “ultimate concern” (Paul Tillich), the 
passion or allegiance that governs his life, whether or not he expresses that faith in ceremo-
nial rites.
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seem to be vast disagreements among Greek thinkers. Besides the disagree-
ment between materialists and spiritualists, we note that Homer and Hes-
iod believed in the traditional gods; Heraclitus, Xenophanes, and Epicurus 
had little use for them. Parmenides believed that nothing changes, Heracli-
tus that everything changes—well, almost everything. Plato despised sense 
experience; Heraclitus, the Stoics, and Epicurus a+rmed it. Protagoras 
denied, and Plato a+rmed, the possibility of objective knowledge. Par-
menides and Plotinus believed that reality is a perfect oneness; Democri-
tus and Epicurus believed that the world was irreducibly plural. Epicurus 
advised people to avoid politics; the Stoics encouraged such involvement. 
#e tragedians and Stoics were fatalists; the Epicureans were not.

But Greek thinkers had much in common. First of all, none believed 
in the God of the Bible, despite the revelation of God to them mentioned 
earlier. None of the Greek philosophers even considered the theistic world-
view, as far as we can tell from their writings. Since the theistic hypoth-
esis was excluded from the outset, Greek thinkers had the common task 
of explaining the world without reference to the biblical God, that is, of 
explaining the world by means of the world.

Unbelief in the biblical God also meant that the human mind had to 
do its work without help from a higher mind. Although Anaxagoras taught 
that the world was directed by nous (mind), according to Plato’s Apology 
Socrates expressed his disappointment that Anaxagoras didn’t make much 
use of this idea. Nor did Heraclitus, who taught that the world was ordered 
by logos (word or reason). And although Aristotle also believed in a higher 
mind—the Unmoved Mover, a being whose entire activity consists in 
thinking about his own thoughts—this god did not reveal his thoughts to 
Aristotle but instead is a hypothesis of Aristotle’s own reason and thus an 
idol.

To consider the issue more broadly: none of the Greeks believed the 
world was created and directed by a personal, supreme, absolute being. #e 
idea of a personal absolute being is virtually unique to the Bible.3 Hindu-
ism, like Aristotle’s and Plato’s philosophies, teaches the existence of an 
absolute being, but that being (like those of the philosophers) is imper-
sonal. #e Homeric gods (as those of the Canaanites and other polythe-
ists) are personal, but they are not absolute. Only the biblical God is both 
absolute and personal.4

3. I say “virtually” to interject a note of caution. I have not studied all the religions and 
philosophies of the world in order to prove the negative proposition that no other world-
view includes a personal absolute. But I do believe this generalization is true. Scripture itself 
teaches that idolatry is universal among fallen people. God’s revelation and grace, revealed 
only through the gospel of Christ, are the necessary antidote. 

4. #e god of Islam is absolute and o!en is presented as personal. But, (1) this emphasis 
ultimately comes from the Bible, from Mohammed’s respect for the “peoples of the book,” 
and (2) Muslim theology compromises absolute-personality theism when it takes divine 
predestination in a fatalistic sense and when it presents its god as a super-transcendent 
being about whom nothing may truthfully be said in human language. 
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The Greek Way of Worship

In Greek religion, the philosophical and religious absolute was fate. 
Although sometimes this is symbolized by the three women (“fates”) who 
together weave and terminate the fabric of human life,5 to the Greeks, fate 
was impersonal. #e tragic heroes of Aeschylus and Sophocles are propelled 
by fate to transgress the proper boundaries of human life, whereupon they 
are destroyed, again by fate. #e dictates of fate may agree with those of 
morality in some measure, but not necessarily. Fate is an impersonal force 
like gravity or electricity, and even the gods are subject to it.

Dooyeweerd says that the older, pre-Homeric Greek religion

dei"ed the ever-2owing stream of organic life, which issues from mother earth 
and cannot be bound to any individual form. In consequence, the deities of this 
religion are amorphous. It is from this shapeless stream of ever-2owing organic 
life that the generations of perishable beings originate periodically, whose exis-
tence, limited by a corporeal form, is subjected to the horrible fate of death, des-
ignated by the Greek terms anangke or heimarmene tuche. #is existence in a 
limiting form was considered an injustice since it is obliged to sustain itself at the 
cost of other beings so that the life of one is the death of another. #erefore all 
"xation of life in an individual "gure is avenged by the merciless fate of death in 
the order of time.6

He later describes the “central motive” of this religion as “that of the shape-
less stream of life eternally 2owing throughout the process of birth and 
decline of all that exists in a corporeal form.”7 

For the tragedians, however, fate governs not only birth and death but 
the rest of life as well. A fate that governs birth and death must govern all 
the events leading to birth and death. How, then, can we reconcile such a 
comprehensive fatalism with the amorphousness of the stream of life? One 
of these, it seems, will have to yield to the other; maintaining both leads 
to an unstable worldview. Neither fate nor the “shapeless stream” gives any 
meaning to the historical process. #ings happen just because they happen 
(the shapeless stream) or because they were made to happen (fate); there 
is no rational or moral purpose. We o!en contrast fatalistic worldviews 
with worldviews based on chance, but in the end these coincide: both leave 
history meaningless and human beings helpless. Both types of worldview 
present a world that is not governed by purpose, goodness, or love.

Gradually, the old nature-religion gave way to the religion of the 
Olympian gods. #e transformation was not too great, for the gods were 
basically personi"cations of the various forces of nature: Poseidon of the 
sea, Hades of the underworld, Apollo of the sun, Hephaestus of "re, Deme-
ter of the earth, and so on. #en the gods became patrons of human activi-

5. Clotho spun the thread, Lachesis measured it, and Atropos cut it. 
6.  Herman Dooyeweerd, In the Twilight of Western !ought (Nutley, NJ: Presbyterian 

and Reformed, 1960), 39. 
7. Ibid.

Homer
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ties: Hera of marriage, Ares of war, Athena of education, Artemis of the 
hunt, Aphrodite of love, Hermes of commerce, and so forth.8 Zeus was 
the most powerful but not all-powerful. He had a father and mother, the 
Titans Cronos and Rhea. He gained knowledge by consulting the fates and 
su3ered irrational "ts of jealousy and rage.

Dooyeweerd describes this “younger Olympian religion” as “the 
religion of form, measure and harmony.”9 #e Olympians lived far above 
the “shapeless stream of life.” So worship of these gods became the o+cial 
religion of the Greek city-states who, of course, preferred order to chaos. 
Apollo especially became the embodiment of orderliness. But “in their pri-
vate life the Greeks continued to hold to the old earthly gods of life and 
death.”10 

Dionysus, god of wine and revelry, was one of the Olympian gods, but 
not one honored much by Homer or by the politicians. His worship was an 
intentional violation of form, order, and structure—a religion of drunken 
revelry and sexual orgy. So Dionysus, for all his Olympian transcendence, 
came to be seen as the patron of the old religion, the religion of shapeless-
ness and chaos. 

By providing some meaning to history, some reason why things hap-
pen as they do, the Olympian religion improved somewhat on the older 
one. Now, not only impersonal fate, or the chaotic life stream, but rational 
thought, the thinking of the gods, became part of the process. Ultimately, 
however, history remained in the hands of irrational fate, which was supe-
rior to the gods, and of the stream of life, over which the gods had little 
control.

#us the old religion and the Olympian religion have pessimistic 
implications for human life. Human beings are essentially pawns, of fate, 
of chaos, or of the Olympians. Unlike the God of the Bible, none of these 
elements of Greek religion has a moral character, nor is any of these beings 
“a very present help in trouble” (Ps. 46:1).

Philosophy, the New Religion

A new movement began around 600 BC, when some thinkers tried to 
understand the world without the help of religion. #ey were called philos-
ophers—lovers of wisdom. #ere had been wisdom teachers earlier in the 
ancient world, in Egypt, Babylon, and elsewhere, and the wisdom literature 
in Scripture (Proverbs, Song of Solomon, Ecclesiastes) is similar to extra-
biblical wisdom literature in many ways. But, unlike it, the biblical wisdom 

8. One is reminded of how the later church appointed dead saints as patrons of human 
endeavors. 

9. Twilight, 40. 
10. Ibid.
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teachers declare that “the fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom” (Ps. 
111:10; Prov. 9:10, 15:33; compare Eccl. 12:13).

What distinguishes Greek philosophers from Greek religions and 
other ancient wisdom teachers is their insistence on the supremacy of 
human reason, what I shall call rational autonomy. Wisdom teachers in 
other cultures treasured the traditions of fathers and mothers, the teachers 
of past generations (as in Prov. 1:8–9; 2:1–22; 3:1–2; etc.) #ey saw them-
selves as collectors and guardians of such traditions, occasionally adding 
something and passing on the collection to their sons and daughters. #e 
philosophers, however, wanted to accept nothing on the basis of tradition. 
Although Parmenides and Plato occasionally resorted to myth, they con-
sidered mythological explanations second best and, in the end, rationally 
inadequate. Reason must be autonomous, self-authenticating,11 and sub-
ject to no standards other than its own.

Although the philosophers disagreed on much, they all agreed that 
the good life was the life of reason.12 To them reason, not the fear of the 
Lord, was the beginning of wisdom; reason itself became something of a 
god—though they did not describe it as such—an object of ultimate alle-
giance, and the ultimate standard of truth and falsity, of right and wrong.

#e philosophers’ attitudes toward the traditional Greek religion 
ranged from ridicule (Xenophanes) to genial acceptance (Epicurus, who 
a+rmed belief in the gods but denied that they caused anything to happen 
on earth). Socrates, considered the most admirable model of the philo-
sophic temperament, was executed for his failure to believe in the gods 
of Athens, as well as for corrupting the youth by teaching them also to 
disbelieve. So Greek philosophy was indeed a “revolution in worldview.” It 
represented a radical break from what had gone before.

A Survey of Greek Philosophy

Now we will survey Greek philosophers in more detail and in roughly 
chronological order. In our discussion, the following themes will apply to 
almost all of the individual philosophers: (1) the supreme authority of 
human reason, (2) the consequent attempt to make rational claims about 
the nature of all reality, (3) the consequent claim that all reality is basically 
one, but (4) the continuing problem of dualism: the antagonism between 
impersonal fate and the shapeless stream of life. And (5) the shapeless 
stream challenges the power of reason to grasp reality. #e philosophers 

11.  I.e., validated only by itself.
12. #e sophists of the "!h century (Protagoras, Gorgias, #rasymachus) and the 

skeptics of the later Academy (Pyrrho, Timon, Arcesilaus) denied the possibility of know-
ing objective truth. But (paradoxically) they o3ered rational arguments for this conclusion. 
#ey never considered abandoning reason. For Plotinus, ultimate knowledge is mystical, 
not rational. But the path to mystical experience is rational. For him (also paradoxically) it 
is reason that teaches us how to transcend reason. 
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try to deal with this problem in various ways, without compromising their 
fundamental allegiance to autonomous reason. But (6) the philosophers’ 
inability to maintain the rationality of their enterprise indicates the failure 
of their attempt to understand the world autonomously. For in the end, we 
must conclude that they have set themselves an impossible task: imposing 
autonomous reason on an essentially irrational world. (7) #ese di+culties 
invalidate much of what they say about the soul, ethics, and society.

The Milesians

Only fragments remain from the teachings and writings of the "rst 
group of Greek philosophers, named for their city, Miletus, in Asia Minor. 
Most of what we know about them comes from other writers, particularly 
Aristotle, who were not entirely sympathetic. Still, it is less important for us 
to know what these philosophers actually said or meant than to know how 
they were understood by later thinkers; for it was by these later interpreta-
tions that the Milesians in2uenced the history of philosophy.13 

#ales (ca. 620–546 BC) taught that “all is water” and that “all things 
are full of gods.” Anaximenes (d. 528 BC) believed that “all is air.” Anaxi-
mander (610–546) taught that “all is inde"nite” (apeiron, boundless). To 
understand this, it helps to remember that, generally speaking, the Greeks 
thought the universe consisted of four elements: earth, air, "re, and water. 
So the Milesians were seeking to discover which of these, if any, was the 
fundamental one, the element of the elements, the basic constitution of the 
universe.

#e Greek philosophers sought answers to three questions that con-
tinue to interest scientists and philosophers: (1) What is the fundamental 
nature of reality? (2) Where did everything come from? (3) How did the 
universe get to be as it is? 

For #ales, (1) the fundamental nature of the universe is water. #at 
is the essence of everything, what everything really is, despite appearances 
to the contrary. (2) Everything came from water and will return to water. 
(3) #e world developed out of water by various natural processes. Perhaps 
by saying that “all things are full of gods” he meant to indicate that these 
natural processes were governed by thought or mind in some way.

Anaximenes thought similarly about air, doubtless provoking argu-
ments about whether water or air was the most plentiful element, the ele-
ment most able to account for other phenomena, and so forth. For him, 
the diversity of reality results from the condensation and rarefaction of air. 
Later, Heraclitus would make the case for "re. To my knowledge, nobody 

13. #is also is true with regard to other thinkers discussed in this essay. For the most 
part, I shall be assuming traditional interpretations of these thinkers, even though I know 
that many of these are controversial among specialists. I cannot enter here into detailed 
interpretative controversies, and I believe the traditional interpretations reveal the nature 
of the impact these philosophers have had on later history. 
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hypothesized the primacy of earth, perhaps because earth seemed to be 
less changeable than the other three elements. Anaximander believed that 
none of the four elements could explain the variety of the world, so he said 
the essence of things was a substance without a de"nite nature (in that 
sense “unbounded”) that takes on limitations to create the visible world.

Commentators sometimes describe the Greek philosophers as chil-
dren looking at the world in wonder. #is picture, however, is far from that 
of the apostle Paul, who, in Romans 1:18–23, says that those without the 
biblical God are suppressing the truth in unrighteousness. It is hard not to 
sympathize with #ales and his colleagues as they forge ahead to look at 
the world in a new way. We cannot hold against them the fact that mod-
ern science has transcended their perspectives. But if we consider seriously 
what they are doing, we may evaluate their work di3erently.

#ales’ statement that all is water does not arise from what we would 
call scienti"c research. Doubtless, #ales’ observations in2uenced his view: 
the vast amount of water in the world, the need for water to sustain life, and 
so forth. But the “all” goes far beyond any possible observations. It is the 
language of a man sitting in an armchair, dogmatically asserting what the 
whole universe must be like. #e “all” statements of these thinkers repre-
sent human reason vastly exceeding its limits. #is is rationalism, an awe 
over the power of reason that turns it into a god.

On the other hand, water (and air, and even more obviously the 
“boundless”) represents the “shapeless stream” of the old religion. Water 
moves in waves and currents; it cannot be leashed or controlled. #ere is 
a randomness about it that calls into question the power of reason to give 
an account of it. #ales’ statement about everything being “full of gods” 
may be an attempt to give a rational direction to the random 2ow. But that 
raises further questions: are the gods, too, made of water? If not, then his 
hypothesis fails to explain “all.” If they are water, then they, like Zeus and 
Apollo, are victims of the 2owing stream, not controllers of it. And we can-
not ignore the fact that on #ales’ basis the human mind, too, is water. My 
thoughts are essentially waves and wavelets, occurrences that just happen 
to take place in the movements of my inner sea. So why should we think 
that one wave is more true than another, more valid, more illuminating, 
more profound? Mechanistic natural processes can account for waves, but 
they cannot account for the truth or falsity of human thoughts.

So, #ales is an extreme rationalist, but his worldview calls his reason 
in question. He is a rationalist and an irrationalist. He calls to mind Cor-
nelius Van Til’s philosophical reading of Genesis 3: Our mother Eve was 
faced with two claims. God told her she would die from eating the fruit. 
Satan told her she would not die but would become like God. Eve should 
have disregarded Satan’s claim at the outset. Instead, she asserted her own 
right to make the "nal judgment (rationalism). Satan’s claim presupposed 
God did not exist as the ultimate determiner of truth and meaning, and 
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that therefore there was no absolute truth (irrationalism). Van Til says that 
every unbeliever is caught in this tension between rationalism and irratio-
nalism. Some emphasize the former, others the latter. But when they get 
uneasy with one, they leap to the other.14 I shall mention this pattern with 
other Greek philosophers. I mention it, not just as a fact of possible inter-
est, but to show that the main inadequacies of Greek philosophy, in the 
end, are not to be blamed on primitive science, incomplete observations, 
or remediable logical mistakes, but on religious rebellion. Although these 
thinkers all absolutize human intellect, their nontheistic worldviews call 
human intellect itself into question.

#e Milesians’ epistemological failure is linked to a metaphysical fail-
ure. For the “all” of the Milesians excludes the biblical relation between 
Creator and creature. If all is water, then God, if he exists, also is water, 
and we are water. #ere is no fundamental di3erence between him and us. 
God and the world are one stu3. #ere is no creation. God has no intrinsic 
sovereignty over the world. #e Milesians’ scheme, therefore, rules out the 
biblical God. And if the biblical God is the only possible ground of mean-
ing or truth in the world, the Milesians also rule out meaning and truth.

Heraclitus (525–475)

Heraclitus lived in Ephesus (not far from Miletus) and thought the 
most fundamental element was "re, the most dynamic and changeable 
of the four. But he was less concerned with identifying the fundamental 
substance than with describing the pervasiveness of change, with the ways 
in which "re changes into other things and others into still others. He is 
quoted frequently as saying, “You cannot step in the same river twice,” 
meaning that when you step in the second time, you are stepping into dif-
ferent waters. Since the waters are di3erent, it is a di3erent river. Actually, 
what he said was this:

“On those stepping into rivers staying the same, other and other waters 2ow.”15

#e river stays the same, but the waters constantly change. Evidently, 
his view was that the elements of things are indeed constantly changing, 
but such change makes it possible for sameness to occur at other levels of 
reality.16 

14. Van Til’s discussion can be found in his A Christian !eory of Knowledge (Nutley, 
NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1969), 41–71. For his application to Plato, see Van Til, A 
Survey of Christian Epistemology (Den Dulk Christian Foundation, 1969), 14–55. Cf. my 
Cornelius Van Til: An Analysis of His !ought (Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R Publishing, 1995), 
231–38 passim. 

15. Hermann Diels and Walther Kranz, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker (Zurich: Wei-
dmann, 1985), DK22B12. Translated by Daniel W. Graham in “Heraclitus,” in !e Internet 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, http://www.utm.edu/research/iep/h/heraclit.htm. 

16. See Graham, ibid.
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So, the world is constantly changing, but somehow these changes 
occur in regular patterns. If absolutely everything was in constant change, 
rational thought would be impossible; rational thought requires stability—
objects that remain themselves long enough to be examined. Horses must 
remain horses, houses houses, people people, rivers rivers.

Heraclitus called the source of such stability the logos—probably the 
"rst philosophically signi"cant use of this term. Logos has a variety of 
meanings: word, reason, rational account. Heraclitus believed that change 
was governed by a principle that kept change within rational bounds.

We can understand Heraclitus’s philosophy as common sense. When 
we look at the world, nothing seems perfectly at rest; everything moves 
and changes, even if ever so slightly. Yet there is enough stability that we 
can talk about rivers, horses, houses, people, and many other things. #e 
question is whether Heraclitus sheds any light on this change and stability. 
To say there is a logos is to say that the stability in the world must have a 
source. But what is that source? Is logos really an explanation of anything, 
or is it just a label for an unknown? Heraclitus’s writings are paradoxical, 
multi-layered, full of symbols. #ey are fascinating, but in the end it isn’t 
clear (to me, at least) what he is trying to tell us.

#e logos is another assertion of Greek rationalism. Heraclitus tells 
us that reason must be our guide, even if we don’t see how it can be a reli-
able one. By arguing that rationality must exist, not only in our minds but 
as an aspect of the universe, Heraclitus invokes reason by an act of faith. 
On the other hand, the changing 2ux amounts to irrationalism; Heraclitus 
virtually concedes that reason cannot deal with reality unless reality some-
how is constant. But at the elemental levels, reality is anything but constant. 
Yet, rationalistically, he tries to develop a rational analysis of the elemental 
change.

Like the Milesians, Heraclitus rejects biblical theism and therefore 
the One who originates and sustains change. He is le! with a world that 
is somehow changing and a rational constancy that is somehow there. #e 
God who alone can give meaning to constancy and change is not a part of 
Heraclitus’s philosophy. 

Parmenides (510–ca. 430) 

Parmenides lived in Elea in southern Italy, and agreed with Heracli-
tus that reasoning requires something changeless. So, turning 180 degrees 
from Heraclitus, he denied the existence of change altogether. He wrote 
a poem describing an encounter with a goddess, who reveals to him that 
“Being is.” #e goddess, however, does not deliver this revelation on her 
own authority; she appeals to reason as a properly philosophical goddess 
should do.17

17. Parmenides usually is considered a follower of the religious teacher Xenophanes 
(570–475), who rejected the Olympian gods in favor of a kind of pantheistic monism. Par-
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“Being is” means that nothing can change from what it “is” to what it 
“is not.” Red cannot change to green, for then red would be changing into 
non-red, or non-green would be changing into green. And how can that 
be? Where does the green come from, if the previous state is non-green? 
#erefore, change cannot be real; it must be an illusion.

Indeed, the very idea of “nonbeing” must be rejected. #ere is no 
change from nonbeing to being, for there is no such thing as nonbeing. 
Nonbeing simply is not, nor are non-red, non-green, and all other negative 
expressions.18

What is the real world, then? Parmenides tries to describe what a 
world without nonbeing, and thus without change, would be like. It would 
be ungenerated, homogeneous, solid, symmetrical, spherical. If it is not 
homogeneous, for example, it must be a combination of one element 
and what it is not, for example, water and non-water. But that cannot be. 
#e same holds true for the other characteristics Parmenides ascribes to 
reality.

Parmenides’ worldview, which he calls the “way of truth,” is so 
removed from common sense that it provides no help for living in the world 
of our experience. In fact, it requires a drastic rejection of our experience. 
Parmenides’ poem also includes, however, an elaborate cosmology that the 
goddess calls the “way of belief.” #is cosmology includes change and is 
very di3erent from the “way of truth.” Most likely, Parmenides regards the 
“way of belief ” as an error to be rejected. But he may also have intended for 
us to use the “way of belief ” as a practical guide, as a way to think about the 
world that our senses presents to us.

Parmenides may well be the most consistent rationalist in the history 
of philosophy. He said there is no di3erence between “what is” and “what 
can be thought.” #erefore, having determined what can be thought by 
human reason, he believed he had discovered the true nature of the world. 
To serve reason he was willing to deny (almost entirely) the testimony of 
sense experience, thereby positing a world vastly di3erent from anything 
we have seen or heard. But what happens to reason in this unchanging 
world? Human reason is temporal, or seems to be. We think one thought 
a!er another. Our minds experience change, even in our most intellectual 
activities. How can we think at all if we cannot advance from less adequate 
to more adequate ideas? So, Parmenides’ rationalism actually invalidates 
reason, leading to irrationalism.

menides’ “Being” is roughly equivalent to Xenophanes’ god. 
18. Critics of Parmenides have pointed out there is a di3erence between existential 

(e.g., “horses are” = “horses exist”) and the predicative (“horses are mammals”) senses of 
the verb “to be.” Parmenides evidently confuses these. Obviously, it is contradictory to say 
that “Being is not,” for in that phrase Being refers to existence. It is not obviously contradic-
tory to say “the horse is not green,” for “is” in that sentence is used predicatively, rather than 
existentially. 

Parmenides
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Perhaps Parmenides knew this and provided the “way of belief ” as 
an alternative philosophy, one that would account for the structure of our 
sense experience.19 If so, we can detect rationalism in Parmenides’ “way 
of truth” and irrationalism in his “way of belief.” On this understanding, 
Parmenides would have anticipated Plato’s distinction between the world 
of Forms, which really Is, and the world of our sense experience, which is 
less knowable and less real.

Again, we must ask how Parmenides’ thought might have been dif-
ferent had he started with the existence of the biblical God and listened to 
his revelation.

The Atomists

Parmenides is classi"ed as a “monist,” someone who believes that the 
universe is basically one. Indeed, Parmenides systematically excluded all 
diversity from the world in his attempt to exclude “nonbeing.” In the “way 
of truth” there cannot be di3erent things, one that is red (for instance) and 
one that is not.

Other philosophers have been pluralists, maintaining that the uni-
verse is fundamentally many, rather than one. In ancient Greece, those 
who held this position most consistently were the atomists, Empedocles 
(major work ca. 450), Anaxagoras (500–428), Leucippus ("!h century), 
Democritus (460–360), and Epicurus (341–270).20

Empedocles thought that the world was originally something like Par-
menidean Being: one, homogeneous, and so forth. But the opposing forces 
of love and strife start things in motion, separating out the four elements 
and combining them in di3erent ways. #e four elements are “roots” of all 
reality, in e3ect the atoms, the basic stu3 of which everything is made.

According to Anaxagoras, there were an inde"nite number of ele-
ments. Fire could not produce earth, he thought, unless some earth already 
was present in "re. Nor can a person’s bread become muscle and hair unless 
there are little bits of muscle and hair already in the bread. Anaxagoras also 
taught the existence of nous or mind, a principle that maintains the ratio-
nality of change, and is similar to Heraclitus’s logos and Empedocles’ love 
and strife. In Plato’s Apology, Socrates complained that he had hoped to 
"nd in Anaxagoras some account of how mind directed the world but was 
disappointed to "nd only mechanistic explanations of nature.

Empedocles and Anaxagoras are called “qualitative atomists,” which 
means they believed the world is composed of elements with di3erent 
qualities—four (Empedocles) or inde"nitely many (Anaxagoras). Some-

19. Plato also introduced myths (e.g., Republic and Timaeus) to deal with subjects his 
philosophy was unable to treat adequately. We might compare here the “custom” of David 
Hume, the “practical reason” of Immanuel Kant, and the “mystical” of Wittgenstein.

20. #e atomists were pluralists only in a sense. #ey were monists in that like #ales 
they believed there was only one kind of thing in the world—atoms. 
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what like Parmenidean Being, the elements are unchanging, but reality as a 
whole changes as these elements combine in di3erent ways.

Leucippus, Democritus, and Epicurus were “quantitative atomists.” 
#eir atoms, or elements, had the same qualities, except for size and shape 
(Democritus) or weight (Epicurus). #ese atoms moved through space and 
collided with one another to form objects. On this view, reality consists 
entirely of atoms and empty space.

Since Epicurus’s atoms had the quality of weight, they tended to fall in 
one direction, a sort of cosmic “down.” Normally they fell in lines parallel 
to one another. How, then, did they ever collide to form objects? Epicurus 
posited that occasionally an atom would “swerve” from the vertical path. 
#e swerve is entirely uncaused, and accounts for the formation of objects. 
It also accounts for human free choice. Human beings are able to act apart 
from causal determination because the atoms of their bodies sometimes 
swerve inexplicably.

Epicurus is probably the "rst philosopher to identify human freedom 
with causal indeterminacy and to make this indeterminacy the basis of 
moral responsibility. #is view of freedom is sometimes called libertarian-
ism or incompatibilism.21 A number of theologians have argued for such 
an understanding of free will, including Pelagius, Molina, Arminius, and 
the recent open theists.22 But how does the random swerve of atoms in 
my body make my acts morally responsible? If I walk down the street and 
some atoms in my head swerve and collide, making me rob a bank, why am 
I to blame? I didn’t make them swerve; indeed, the swerve had no cause at 
all. It seems more plausible to say the swerve happened to me and therefore 
I am not responsible for its consequences. It is like a chemical imbalance 
in my brain that makes me do strange things. In reality, this is an odd kind 
of determinism, rather than freedom. Should we not say, then, that such a 
swerve precisely removes our responsibility?

#e question of responsibility leads us to think of ethics. Writing a!er 
the time of Plato and Aristotle, Epicurus was eager to apply his atomism 
to moral questions. One wonders, indeed, what kind of ethics can emerge 
from such a thoroughgoing materialism?

Essentially, Epicurus’s ethic is that we should avoid pain and seek 
pleasure, which he de"nes as the absence of pain. Unlike the Cyrenaics 
and some later Epicureans, Epicurus distinguished short-term from long-
term pleasures and taught that on the whole a quiet, peaceful, contempla-
tive life is the most pleasurable. #is view of ethics is called hedonism, 
from the Greek word meaning pleasure. #ere are several problems with it: 

21. It is called incompatibilism because it is incompatible with determinism. Other 
views of freedom are compatible with determinism. For example, the view called “compati-
bilism” is the view that freedom is simply doing what you want to do. 

22. I have criticized libertarianism extensively in my No Other God: a Response to 
Open !eism (Phillipsburg, NJ: P&R Publishing, 2001) and in Doctrine of God (Phillips-
burg, NJ: P&R Publishing, 2002). 
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 (1) In the normal sense of pleasure, there are many things that human beings 
value more. One example is sacri"cing one’s life to save the life of another. 
Epicurus o3ers no good reason to pursue pleasure rather than some other 
value. (2) If we de"ne pleasure so broadly that it includes all other values, 
even self-sacri"ce, then it loses its meaning by failing to distinguish pleasur-
able from non-pleasurable activities. (3) Even if it is true that in some sense 
people value pleasure above all else, it is a logical jump to say that we ought 
to value pleasure above all else. But the ought is what ethics is all about. I 
doubt that anyone can derive an ethical ought from a materialistic philoso-
phy.23 Matter in motion simply cannot tell us what we ought to do.

Atomism, then, tries to explain everything in terms of matter, motion, 
and chance. If #ales was unable to account for human thought by means 
of water, how can the atomists expect to account for it by means of non-
descript bits of matter in motion? #e atomists are rationalistic in trying 
to use reason to reduce all reality to its smallest components. But, hav-
ing done that, they have le! us little if any reason to trust our minds. So 
rationalism and irrationalism again combine. #e problem becomes even 
more di+cult when we try to account for human responsibility and moral 
obligation on a materialistic basis.

#e religious roots of this way of thinking become especially clear in 
Epicurus’s writings: he is most explicit in wanting to exclude the supernat-
ural from any role in the world. But without a personal God, how can one 
account for the validity of thinking and the authority of moral principles? 

Pythagoras (572–500)

We know little of the speci"c views held by Pythagoras, but he in2u-
enced a school of thought that in turn in2uenced other philosophers. 
Plato visited the Pythagorean religious community in southern Italy and 
reworked many of its ideas in his own writings. #e Pythagoreans fol-
lowed a religion known as Orphism, which taught that the human soul 
was a divine being imprisoned in the body. According to this view, the 
soul undergoes repeated reincarnations until it is su+ciently puri"ed to 
return to the divine realm. Our souls are divine because they are rational; 
so salvation comes through knowledge. #us, the Pythagoreans followed 
the common Greek emphasis on the autonomy of the intellect. #ey also 
divided human beings into three classes: lovers of wisdom, lovers of honor, 
and lovers of gain, which may be the source for Plato’s similar threefold 
distinction in the Republic. And they developed an elaborate cosmology, 
similar to that of Anaximander and of Parmenides’ “way of belief.”

However, we remember Pythagoras chie2y for his work in mathemat-
ics, including the Pythagorean #eorem that is found in every high school 

23. #e question of whether one can derive obligations from facts about material 
objects came up again in the modern period. David Hume denied that one could deduce 
“is” from “ought,” and G. E. Moore labeled the attempt to do that the “naturalistic fallacy.”
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geometry book. #is theorem tells us that in a right triangle the square of 
the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the other two sides. In 
a right triangle whose sides measure 3, 4, and 5 inches, the squares of the 
shorter sides would be 9 and 16, totaling 25, the square of the longest side. 
Pythagoras and/or his disciples also most likely discovered that harmoni-
ous combinations of musical notes arise from di3erent vibrations related 
by simple fractions. If A on the scale is 440 vibrations, the next higher 
octave is 880, and so on.

#ese data may have suggested to the Pythagoreans that everything 
in the universe can be described in terms of the application of a mathemat-
ical formula. Hence the slogan “all is number,” re2ecting the “all” formulae 
of the Milesians. Since everything is the outworking of a mathematical for-
mula, mathematics is the ultimate reality. #is was the Pythagorean ver-
sion of the common Greek theme that reason is the nature of reality as well 
as the nature of thought.

#e Pythagoreans, however, did not ask, so far as we can tell, where 
the formulae came from. #e existence of such formulae would seem to 
be a remarkable fact. Indeed, it should have suggested a personal creator, 
for the natural home of numbers and formulae is in the mind of a person. 
For the Pythagoreans, numbers “just are.” #ey exist as brute facts. For 
the Pythagoreans, like the other Greeks, were unwilling to acknowledge a 
rational person higher than themselves. #e greatest mind is the mind of 
the human mathematician.

But the cost of this rationalism is the loss of cogency. If mathematical 
formulae just are, why should we trust them? Is it perhaps an accident that 
mathematical formulae neatly apply to right triangles and some musical 
intervals? And by what process do abstract numbers get converted into 
concrete things? Like other Greek philosophies, the Pythagoreans’ ratio-
nality terminates in irrationality.

The Sophists

#e Sophists were traveling educators in "!h- and fourth-century 
Greece who went from one city to another teaching young men the skills 
needed for success in public life: rhetoric, grammar, history, science, art, 
and the virtues of character that lead to public admiration. #ese teach-
ers had many clients, for the traditional aristocracy was losing ground to 
the mercantile class, creating opportunities for upwardly mobile sons of 
wealthy families. Also, there was much political upheaval, raising philo-
sophical questions about the ground and legitimacy of political rule.24 

#us philosophy took a new turn. No longer were philosophers 
mainly concerned with the structure of the natural world. Now human 
nature and the problems of human society became prominent.

24. For more extensive discussion of the political and social background of Sophism, 
see Gordon H. Clark, !ales to Dewey (Boston: Houghton Mi4in, 1957), 46–48. 
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If one’s main concern is getting along with various political factions, 
then relativism will have a strong appeal, as we know from contemporary 
politics. If there is no absolute or objective truth, no truth that everyone 
must acknowledge, then one’s convictions are free to move here and there, 
with every wave of political opinion. So it is not surprising that the Soph-
ists were relativists.

We learn about them mainly through the dialogues of Plato, an 
unsympathetic witness, to be sure, but most likely a fair one. #e soph-
ist Protagoras, for example, advocated acceptance of traditional ways of 
thinking, not because they were true, but because we need to use them to 
gain power and acceptance. Gorgias denied the existence of objective truth 
and so wanted to substitute rhetoric for philosophy. #rasymachus taught 
that “justice is the interest of the stronger,” so that laws are (and should be) 
means by which the strong keep the masses subordinate. Callicles held, 
on the contrary, that laws are the means used by the masses to check the 
power of the strong.25 Critias, later described as the cruelest of the thirty 
tyrants, said that a ruler must control his subjects by encouraging fear of 
nonexistent gods.

Socrates, as Plato presents him in the same dialogues, replies that 
indi3erence or hostility to objective truth is unacceptable. For one thing, 
the Sophists themselves are making assertions of fact. If there is no objec-
tive truth, then the Sophists’ positions are not objectively true, and there is 
no reason for anyone to listen to them. #is argument has been a standard 
answer to relativism ever since, and we still hear it used over against, for 
example, contemporary postmodernism.

Furthermore, Socrates argues, justice cannot merely be the interest 
of the stronger. For the interest of the stronger is not what makes it just, as 
opposed to unjust. #ere must be some other quality that de"nes justice, 
that serves as a criterion to evaluate the conduct of rulers.

#us Socrates refutes the irrationalism of the Sophists, or rather shows 
that such irrationalism is self-refuting. But the Sophists were also rational-
ists in the typical Greek way. Protagoras said that “man is the measure of 
all things.” #is statement expresses the Sophists’ irrationalism: reality is 
what any man thinks it is. But it also is rationalistic, for it makes human 
reason the ultimate criterion of truth and falsity, right and wrong. One 
asks, how could Protagoras know this, especially given his overall relativ-
ism? He asserts rational autonomy arbitrarily. #at is, he asserts rational-
ism irrationalistically, as he asserts irrationalism rationalistically—by the 
measure of his own mind.

25. #e distinction between #rasymachus and Callicles reminds us of the di3ering 
attitudes of Marx and Nietzsche to Christianity. Marx considered Christianity an “opiate” 
by which the strong kept the poor in their place. Nietzsche considered it a “slave religion” 
by which lesser people inhibited those with ability and power. #at such opposite conclu-
sions can be derived from the same (relativistic) premises indicates some problem with the 
premises themselves. 
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No other course was open to the Sophists, for they were skeptical about 
the traditional gods and would not consider the God of biblical theism.

Socrates (470–399)

But Socrates did more than refute the Sophists. He is a "gure of such 
towering importance that all of the other thinkers discussed to this point 
traditionally bear the label “pre-Socratic.” He is a major saint in the reli-
gion of philosophy, a martyr. He was executed in 399 by the Athenian state 
for disbelief in the o+cial gods26 and for corrupting the youth by teaching 
them also to disbelieve.

Socrates is revered, not so much for his ideas (which are hard to disen-
tangle from those of his student Plato, our major source of information about 
him), as for his way of life, his style of argument, his passion for truth. Hav-
ing rejected the relativism of the Sophists, he insisted on getting to the roots 
of philosophical questions, exploring "rst here, then there. And he insisted 
on living in accord with his philosophy. He refused opportunities to escape 
death, wanting to show himself loyal to the government of Athens.

#e Oracle at Delphi, he says, told him he was the wisest of men 
because he alone was aware of his own ignorance. So he sought out people 
he thought might be able to answer important questions, and he interro-
gated them rigorously. He regularly exposed 2aws in the reasoning of the 
experts. #en he sought to de"ne terms: what is justice, really? What is vir-
tue? Characters in the dialogue would bring up examples of these qualities, 
but Socrates wanted to know more than examples. What is common to the 
examples of justice that makes them just? Usually, his interrogation yielded 
nothing de"nitive. But his use of dialogue (the technical term is dialectic) 
as a way of "nding truth has inspired philosophers and other educators for 
centuries. Hence all disciplines have adopted his slogan, “#e unexamined 
life is not worth living.”

For Socrates, however, the use of dialogue was subordinate, as a 
source of truth, to something inward, to the human soul itself. He claimed 
that within him was a daimon, a divinity, and he believed that everyone 
could "nd the truth by looking within. So another Socratic slogan is, 
“Know yourself.” 

Dialectic and introspection together, then, constitute the Socratic 
epistemology. #e emphasis on dialectic renews the Greek rationalistic tra-
dition. #e emphasis on introspection, however, locates truth in individual 
subjectivity.27 #is subjectivism is uncomfortably like that of the Sophists. 
If we are not to dismiss it as irrationalistic, we need to know how human 
subjectivity is related to the objective world, and to the Author of truth.

26. #ough Plato says that one of his last acts was to ask someone to deliver a cock to 
Asclepius, the god of healing. 

27. So Socrates has been compared to Søren Kierkegaard. 
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Plato (427–347)

Plato was the greatest student of Socrates and one of the greatest phi-
losophers of all time. #e greatest philosophers (among whom I include 
Aristotle, Aquinas, Kant, and Hegel) tend to be those who bring together 
many ideas that at "rst seem disparate. As an example: Parmenides said 
that Being is fundamentally changeless; Heraclitus that the elements of 
reality are in constant change. Plato’s genius is to see truth in both of these 
accounts and to bring them together in a broader systematic understand-
ing. Similarly, Plato provides distinct roles for reason and sense experience, 
soul and body, concepts and matter, objects and subjects, and, of course, 
rationalism and irrationalism.

Plato’s epistemology begins with the observation that we can learn very 
little from our sense organs. So far, he agrees with the Sophists. Our eyes and 
ears easily deceive us. But the remarkable thing is that we have the rational 
ability to correct these deceptions and thus to "nd truth. It is by our reason 
also that we form concepts of things. We have never, for example, seen a 
perfect square. But somehow we know what a perfect square would be like, 
for we know the mathematical formula that generates one. Since we don’t 
learn the concept of squareness by sense experience, we must learn it from 
reason. Similarly concepts of treeness, horseness, humanity, justice, virtue, 
goodness, and so forth. We don’t see these, but somehow we know them.

#ese concepts Plato calls Forms or Ideas. Since we cannot "nd these 
Forms on earth, he says, they must exist in another realm, a world of Forms, 
as opposed to the world of sense. But what are Forms, exactly? In reading 
Plato we sometimes "nd ourselves thinking of the form of treeness as a per-
fect, gigantic tree somewhere, which serves as a model for all trees on earth. 
But that can’t be right. Given the many di3erent kinds of trees, how could 
one tree serve as a perfect model for all of them? And even if there were a 
gigantic tree somewhere, how could there be a gigantic justice, or virtue, or 
goodness? Furthermore, Plato says that the Forms are not objects of sensa-
tion (as a gigantic tree would be). Rather they are known through intel-
ligence alone, through reason. Perhaps Plato is following the Pythagoreans 
here, conceiving the Forms as quasi-mathematical formulae, recipes that 
can be used to construct trees, horses, virtue, and justice as the Pythagorean 
#eorem can be used to construct a triangle. I say “quasi,” because Plato 
in the Republic said that “mathematicals are a class of entities between the 
sensibles and the Forms.”28 Nevertheless, he does believe that Forms are real 
things and are the models of which things on earth are copies.

#e Forms, then, are perfect, immaterial, changeless, invisible, intan-
gible objects. #ough abstract, they are more real than the objects of our 
sense experience, for only a perfect triangle, for example, is a real triangle. 

28. Diogenes Allen, Philosophy for Understanding !eology (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 
1985), 20. Allen’s further comments on this issue are helpful. 
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And the Forms are also more knowable than things on earth. We may be 
uncertain as to whether a particular judge is just, but we cannot be uncer-
tain as to the justice of the Form Justice. As such, the Forms serve as mod-
els, exemplars, indeed criteria for earthly things. It is the Forms that enable 
us to know the earthly things that imitate them. We can know that some-
one is virtuous only by comparing him with the norm of Ideal Virtue.

#e Forms exist in a hierarchy, the highest being the Form of the 
Good. For we learn what triangles, trees, human beings, and justice are 
when we learn what each is “good for.” Everything is good for something, 
so everything that exists participates in the Form of the Good to some 
extent. #e world of Forms, therefore, contains not only formulae for mak-
ing objects but also norms de"ning the purposes of objects.

In Euthyphro, Socrates argues that piety cannot be de"ned as what 
the gods desire. For why should they desire it? #ey must desire it because 
it is good. So piety is a form of goodness, and goodness must exist inde-
pendently of what gods or men may think or say about it. So it must be a 
Form. We should note, however, that if courage, virtue, goodness, and so 
forth are abstract forms, then they have no speci"c content. To know what 
is good, for Plato, is to know the Form of Goodness. But Goodness is what 
all individual examples of goodness have in common. How, then, does it 
help us to know speci"cally what is good and what is bad? 

Any time we try to de"ne Goodness in terms of speci"c qualities 
(justice, prudence, temperance, etc.), we have descended to something less 
than the Form of Goodness. #e Form of Goodness serves as a norm for 
human goodness, because it is utterly general and abstract. Any principle 
that is more speci"c is less normative, less authoritative. Such is the conse-
quence of trying to understand goodness as an abstract Form rather than, 
as in biblical theism, the will of a personal absolute.29

#e world of sense experience is modeled on the world of Forms. 
Plato’s Timaeus is a sort of creation account in which the Demiurge, a god-
like "gure, forms matter into patterns re2ecting the Forms, placing his 
sculpture into a “receptacle” (presumably, empty space). #e Demiurge is 
very di3erent from the God of the Bible, for he is subordinate to the Forms 
and limited by the nature of the matter. #e matter resists formation, so the 
material objects cannot be perfect, as the Forms are. So the Demiurge must 
be satis"ed with a defective product. It is not clear whether Plato intended 
this story to be taken literally. He sometimes resorted to myth when he 
could not come up with a properly philosophical account of something. 
But it is signi"cant that he saw the need for some means to connect the 

29. And if anyone asks the relation of goodness to the God of the Bible, the answer 
is as follows: (1) Goodness is not something above him, that he must submit to; (2) nor is 
it something below him, that he could alter at will; but (3) it is his own nature: his actions 
and attributes, given to human beings for imitation. “You therefore must be perfect, as your 
heavenly Father is perfect” (Matt. 5:48). 

Plato
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Forms with the sensible world. And it is signi"cant that he made that con-
nection personal rather than impersonal.

But how do we know the Forms, located as we are in this defective, 
changing world? Here Plato re2ects the subjectivism of the Sophists and 
Socrates: we look within. We "nd within ourselves recollections of the 
Forms. Recollections? #en at one time we must have had experience of 
the Forms. When? Not in this life, where our experiences are limited to 
imperfect and changing things, but in another life before this one. So Plato 
embraces the Pythagorean-Orphic doctrine of reincarnation. We lived 
once in a world in which the Forms were directly accessible to us. #en we 
“fell” from that existence into the sense-world, into bodies. Our knowledge 
of the Forms remains in memory, but sometimes it has to be coaxed out of 
us by Socratic questioning. One famous example is in Plato’s Meno, where 
Socrates asks questions of an uneducated slave boy, leading him to display 
knowledge of geometry nobody expected him to have.

#e world of sense is not strictly knowable. Plato compares it to the 
shadows cast by a "re in a cave. Prisoners chained in the cave all their lives 
can see the shadows, but they mistake them for the Truth, so in fact they 
know virtually nothing. #eir notions are “conjecture,” not “knowledge.” We 
can move beyond conjecture to “belief ” by distinguishing between images 
(such as shadows and pictures) and actual objects. #us we come to know 
the visible world. But we do not “understand” the visible world until we 
see the things of the world as instances of general concepts. #us we move 
from conjecture, to belief, to understanding. Pure knowledge is still a fourth 
stage: intuitive vision of the Forms. #e "rst two stages Plato calls “opinion,” 
the last two “knowledge.” #e "rst two come through sense experience, the 
last two through reason. Our sense experience is illumined by the sun; our 
knowledge of the intelligible world is illumined by the Form of the Good.

In Phaedrus, Plato considers knowledge from another perspective: 
knowledge is motivated by love. In beautiful objects,30 we see an echo of 
true beauty, and we are moved by passion to seek the Form of Beauty itself. 
Here is another example of the Greek focus on inwardness. People have 
sometimes said that the search for knowledge must be disinterested, with-
out passion. Although Plato advocated the dominance of intellect over the 
appetites, he saw a positive use of the passions, even in philosophy.

Since we once lived apart from the body in the world of the Forms, it 
must be the case that the human soul can exist separately from the body. In 
Phaedo, as Socrates prepares for death, he bases his hope for immortality 
on this epistemological argument. Plato divides the soul into three parts. 

30. His example is the beauty of a boy, as a pederastic love interest. As many Greek 
thinkers, Plato favored homosexual relationships between men and boys, another indica-
tion of how far the Greeks were from the biblical revelation. Paul’s argument in Romans 1 
presents homosexuality as a particularly vivid example of the depths to which people fall 
when they reject God’s revelation. 
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#e lowest is the appetitive, which seeks physical necessities and pleasures. 
Next higher is the spirited, which includes anger, ambition, desire for social 
honor, and so forth. #e highest is the rational, which seeks knowledge for 
its own sake.31 We can see how, with a bit of emendation, these divisions 
correspond to the later common distinction between emotions, will, and 
intellect, respectively. #ey correspond even more closely to Freud’s dis-
tinction between id (appetitive), ego (spirited), and superego (rational). 
In Phaedrus, Plato sees the spirited part as a driver with two horses, white 
(the rational) and black (the appetitive). #e spirited is swayed, sometimes 
by the appetitive, sometimes by the rational. #e more it subordinates its 
appetites to its intellect, the better o3 it will be.

But Plato’s major interest, like that of Socrates, was to tell us how 
to live. His metaphysics and epistemology are all a prelude to his ethics 
and political theory. But it is in these areas that he is most disappointing. 
Socrates discusses at length the nature of justice and courage but comes 
to no "rm conclusion. He does conclude that the de"nition of virtue is 
knowledge. One never does wrong except out of ignorance. If one knows 
what is right, he will necessarily do it. But most of Plato’s readers through 
the centuries (including his pupil Aristotle) have dismissed this statement 
as naïve, and Christians have found it super"cial in comparison with the 
Bible’s view of human depravity.

And if virtue is knowledge, then knowledge of what? Knowledge of 
the Good? But good is more di+cult to de"ne than virtue is. Like all Forms, 
it is abstract. So how can it settle concrete ethical disputes, such as whether 
abortion is right or wrong? For Plato, to live right is to know the Good. But 
to say that is to leave all speci"c ethical questions unanswered.

Plato did come to some speci"c recommendations in the area of poli-
tics. But these recommendations have been almost universally rejected. In 
the Republic, he divides the body politic into groups corresponding to the 
divisions of the soul. In his ideal state, the peasants are governed by the 
appetitive soul, the military by the spirited, and the rulers by the rational. 
So the rulers of the state must be philosophers, those who understand the 
Forms. Such a state will be totalitarian, claiming authority over all areas of 
life. #e upper classes will share their women communally, and children 
will be raised by the rulers. Art will be severely restricted, because it is a 
kind of shadow of which one can have only conjecture, the lowest form of 
opinion. Images detract from knowledge of Beauty itself (the Form) and 
they can incite to anarchy. Donald Palmer says that Plato’s Republic “can be 
viewed as a plea that philosophy take over the role which art had hitherto 
played in Greek culture.”32

31. In Phaedo, the soul is only the higher part, but in Phaedrus, the soul includes all 
three parts, even prior to its bodily existence. 

32. Palmer, Looking at Philosophy (Mountain View, CA: May"eld Publishing Co., 
1988), 73.
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Most all modern readers look at these ideas with distaste. Where did 
Plato get them? It would not be credible for him to claim that he got them 
by contemplating the Good. Rather, the whole business sounds like special 
pleading. Plato the philosopher thinks that philosophers should rule. He 
is rather like a Sophist here, claiming to be the expert in the means of gov-
ernance. But he certainly has not shown that philosophers in general have 
any of the special qualities needed to govern. And the Sophists denied what 
Plato claims: access to absolute truth. We may applaud Plato’s rejection of 
relativism, but his absolutism is what makes him a totalitarian. He thinks 
the philosophers have Knowledge, so they must rule everything.

Plato engages in special pleading because he has no nonarbitrary way 
of determining what is right and wrong. But as we’ve seen, once one identi"es 
Goodness as an abstract form, one cannot derive from it any speci"c content. 
So Plato’s ideas about ethics and politics lack any "rm basis or credibility.

#e best thing that can be said of Plato is that he knew and considered 
seriously the criticisms that could be made against his system. He treats a 
number of these in the Parmenides, without actually answering them. In 
this dialogue, Parmenides asks the young Socrates whether there are Ideas 
(Forms) of such things as mud, hair, and "lth. He might also have asked 
whether there are Ideas of evil, of imperfection, of negation. But how can 
there be a Form of imperfection, if the Forms, by de"nition, are of perfec-
tion? But if there is no form of imperfection, then the Forms fail to account 
for all the qualities of the material world.

Another objection (called the “third man”) goes like this: if the simi-
larity between men requires us to invoke the Form man to account for it, 
then what of the similarity between men and the Form man? Does that 
require another Form (a “third man”)? And does the similarity between the 
"rst Form and the second Form require a third, ad in"nitum? 

#e "rst objection shows that the Forms are inadequate to account 
for experience. #e second objection shows that on Plato’s basis, the Forms 
themselves require explanation and that they are inadequate to provide 
that explanation themselves.

Plato also explores other objections to his theory that I cannot take 
the time to describe here. #e main problem is that the Forms cannot do 
their job. #e Forms are supposed to be models for everything in the sen-
sible world. In fact, they are not, for perfect Forms cannot model imper-
fection; changeless Forms cannot model change. So the imperfection and 
change of the experienced world has no rational explanation. Plato tries to 
explain them by the story of the Demiurge in Timaeus. But that, a!er all, is 
myth. Plato gives us no reason to believe in a Demiurge, and in any case the 
Demiurge does not account for the existence of matter or the receptacle. 
So the changing world of matter and space is for Plato, as for Parmenides, 
ultimately irrational. Parmenides had the courage to say that the chang-
ing world is therefore unreal. Plato does not go quite this far; rather, he 
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ascribes a greater degree of reality to the Forms than to the sense-world. 
But we must question Plato’s assumption that there are degrees of reality. 
What does it mean to say that one thing is “more real” than another? 

#e picture should be clear by now. #ough Plato is far more sophis-
ticated than the pre-Socratics, his position, like theirs, incorporates ratio-
nalism and irrationalism. He is rationalistic about the Forms and irratio-
nalistic about the sense-world. For him, reason is totally competent to 
understand the Forms but not competent to make sense of the changing 
world of experience. Yet he tries to analyze the changing world by means 
of changeless forms—an irrational world by a rationalistic principle. Even-
tually, in Parmenides, he has the integrity to admit that his fundamental 
questions remain unanswered.

With Plato as with the pre-Socratics, the tension between rational-
ism and irrationalism has a religious root. If Plato had known the God of 
Scripture, he would have known in what fundamental ways our reason is 
competent, yet limited. And he would have understood that the world of 
change is knowable, but not exhaustively, because God made it that way. 
He also would have been able to consult God’s revelation for ethical guid-
ance, rather than teaching his students to rely on the abstract form of the 
Good, which has nothing speci"c to say to them.

Aristotle (384–322)

Aristotle, Plato’s student, was certainly Plato’s equal in terms of bril-
liance, comprehensiveness, and in2uence on later thought. Someone has said 
that no pupil has had a greater teacher and no teacher a greater student.

Aristotle demythologizes Plato. He continues to distinguish between 
form and matter, but for him form is not found in a separate world (hence, 
I am no longer capitalizing the term). Rather, form is an element of things 
in the world we perceive.

#e main category33 of Aristotle’s philosophy is the substance. A sub-
stance is an individual thing: a rock, a tree, a table, an animal, a person. 
With one exception that we shall examine later, all substances contain both 
form and matter. In general, the matter is what something is made of: the 
ingredients of bread, the clay of the statue. #e form is the “whatness” of a 
thing, the qualities that make the thing what it is: bread, tree, statue, per-
son. #e matter is the “thisness.” #e matter is what distinguishes one piece 
of bread from another, one brick from another, one person from another. 
Socrates and Plato share the same form, the form “man,” but not the same 
matter. So “man” or “manness” includes both Socrates and Plato, but “this 
man” points to one or the other.

33. For Aristotle, “categories” are the general types of subjects and predicates, the 
things we talk about and the things we can say about those subjects. He gives di3erent lists 
of categories in di3erent places in his writings, and the lists include such things as sub-
stance, quality, place, relation, time, posture, state, action, and passion. 
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Form and matter are usually relative. In a brick, clay is matter and the 
form is its brickness, the qualities that make it a brick rather than some-
thing else. But when the brick is used to build a house, the brick itself can 
be considered matter and the house itself (or rather its houseness) is the 
form. So the brick is form in one relationship, matter in another.

Yet it seems that there must be some kind of absolute matter or “prime 
matter.” #e house is made of bricks; the bricks are made of clay; the clay 
is made of various other things. Each of these can be described as a form, 
because each is a substance, bearing various qualities. But this sequence 
cannot go to in"nity. Let’s say that we reach the smallest possible particle, 
perhaps one of Democritus’s atoms. What is that made of? Presumably a 
kind of matter that has no qualities, but is only a bearer of qualities. But 
something without qualities is not a substance. It is nothing. #us the mat-
ter that underlies all reality, the stu3 of which all reality is made, is indistin-
guishable from nonbeing. Aristotle avoids saying that, but the consequence 
is hard to avoid.

Aristotle insisted that such prime matter is not actually found in 
nature. In the natural world, there are only substances, and matter exists 
only in conjunction with form. But the problem reoccurs in every sub-
stance. For in every case we must ask, what is the form the form of? What 
is the stu3 that the forms are attached to? And the answer must be, ulti-
mately, nothing.

#at is the main problem in Aristotle’s philosophy. But we must con-
tinue to follow his thinking. For Aristotle, the combination of form and 
matter in individual things injects an element of purposiveness or teleol-
ogy into everything. Form is what each thing is, but it also is the purpose of 
the thing: for Aristotle, the nature and purpose of a thing are the same. So 
the form of bread de"nes it as food, a statue as art. Recall that for Plato, too, 
purpose and essence were closely related: everything partook of Goodness 
and therefore was good for something. So form is not just what things are, 
it also is what they should be, what they strive to be. Form is a normative 
category as well as a descriptive one.

So an acorn bears the form of an oak. #e acorn is not now an oak, but 
it has the potentiality to be one, and in the normal course of events it will 
become an actual oak. So potentiality and actuality are important aspects 
of reality for Aristotle. #e form directs the matter to realize its poten-
tial. As potentiality becomes actuality, the object becomes fully formed: it 
becomes what it inherently is. So Aristotle says that in potentiality matter 
is prominent, but in actuality form is prominent.

For Aristotle, the distinction between potentiality and actuality is a 
general explanation (or perhaps description) of change. Change, which 
bewildered previous philosophers, is for Aristotle simply the movement 
from potentiality to actuality. When my car moves from Atlanta to Orlando, 
it changes from being potentially in Orlando to being actually there.
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Aristotle also uses the form/matter distinction to describe human 
nature. For him, the soul is the form of the body. #is is a radical depar-
ture from Plato, for whom the soul was quite independent of the body, 
though at present con"ned to the body. #is idea would suggest that for 
Aristotle soul and body are inseparable and that the soul vanishes when the 
body dies. Certainly, Aristotle doesn’t a+rm personal immortality as Plato 
does. But some interpreters think that his epistemology, like that of Plato’s 
Phaedo, contains an argument that leads from epistemology to personal 
immortality.

So we should look at Aristotle’s epistemology. For Aristotle, there are 
two givens that we must start with in order to know anything. #e "rst is the 
“"rst principles,” principles of logic, as well as general propositions such as 
“the whole is greater than any part.” #ese "rst principles cannot be proven; 
they are known intuitively. #e second given is the substance, presented by 
sense experience. For Aristotle, both these starting points are important. 
He criticizes the “de"nition mongers,” who try to derive everything from 
"rst principles without paying attention to the facts of experience. And he 
criticizes those who look at facts only as “no better than plants.” 

Now for Aristotle the intellect has two aspects, passive and active. 
#e passive intellect receives data from the senses. #e active intellect 
examines, analyzes, tries to understand that data by abstracting the forms 
from the material things given in the data. In Plato’s terms, the active intel-
lect tries to bring conjecture to the levels of belief and understanding. For 
Aristotle as for Plato, true knowledge is knowledge of form, not matter. 
True knowledge is an understanding of what things are.

#ere has been much interpretive controversy over the nature of the 
active intellect in Aristotle’s thought. #e most common understanding is 
that each human being has his own active intellect. But in De Anima, Aris-
totle speaks of the active intellect (as he would not speak of the individual 
soul) as something separable from the body. So some have thought that for 
Aristotle there was only one active intellect, common to mankind: either 
a cosmic principle of intelligence, as in Heraclitus, Anaxagoras, and Ploti-
nus, or a kind of god.34 Perhaps Aristotle did not try to reconcile the appar-
ent contradiction between De Anima and his general view of the soul.35 But 
an Aristotelian who wants to make a case for personal immortality would 
have to begin here.

Aristotle believed that the process of movement from potentiality to 
actuality must begin somewhere. Each motion is caused by another. But 

34. For a helpful discussion of these interpretations, see Ronald Nash, Life’s Ultimate 
Questions (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1999), 111–12. 

35. For epistemological reasons also, it is regrettable that Aristotle did not clarify the 
relation between the active intellect and the soul. If the active intellect is a cosmic principle 
of intelligence, how does it enter into relation with the individual person? How does the 
cosmic intellect illumine my mind? And if each individual has his own active intellect, how 
can that intellect be separable from the body while the soul is not separable? 

Aristotle
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the chain of causes cannot go back to in"nity. So at some point there must 
be an unmoved mover who starts the process going. Like the other Greek 
philosophers, Aristotle did not believe the world had a beginning. So his 
unmoved mover is not like the biblical God, who creates the world at the 
"rst moment of time. Rather, for Aristotle, every state of a3airs at each 
moment is explained ultimately by a Prime Mover.36

#e Prime Mover37 is pure form, the one exception to the rule that 
every substance contains both form and matter. If there were a material 
component in his nature, then he would have some unrealized potenti-
ality, and that would move him toward actuality. #en he would not be 
unmoved. Similarly, he must not, in Aristotle’s view, be in2uenced in any 
way by the world; else he will be the moved, not the mover. So this being 
must not know the world (since to know is to be in2uenced in some way by 
the object of knowledge), or love the world, or act in the world.

How, then, does he cause motion? Aristotle’s answer is that he is 
supremely attractive and thus in2uences things in the world to turn toward 
him. Interpreters of Aristotle have compared the Prime Mover to a goal to 
which runners run or to a magnet attracting iron to itself. #is writer thinks 
of a rock concert, in which frenzied fans throw themselves at the perform-
er’s feet, while the performer himself remains (apparently) in a daze.

Aristotle distinguished four kinds of causation: formal, "nal, e+cient, 
and material. #ese are “causes” in a broad sense, four ways of answer-
ing the question “why is something as it is?” #ey involve four meanings 
of the word “because.” Let us see how the four causes answer the ques-
tion “Why is Bill thinking?” #e formal cause tells what something is: Bill 
thinks because he is a man. #e "nal cause tells the purpose, the reason 
something happened: Bill thinks because he wants to complete his phi-
losophy paper. #e e+cient cause tells what made something happen: Bill 
thinks because his brain generates thoughts. #e material cause tells what 
something is made of: Bill thinks because his brain is composed of materi-
als that generate thinking. Now on Aristotle’s account, the Prime Mover 
causes motion as the "nal cause, rather than the e+cient. But that leaves 
open the question as to what is the e+cient cause of motion in the world.

What does the Prime Mover do, if he does not e+ciently cause things 
to happen, and if he does not know or love the world? Aristotle’s answer is 
that he thinks. One wonders why Aristotle suddenly starts using personal 

36. It helps to consider that causal sequences are either sequential (as one domino 
toppling the next, and so on) or simultaneous (as the gears of a watch moving one another 
along). Aristotle’s view of a chain of causes is more like the watch than like the dominos. So 
it is not necessarily a temporal sequence and does not require a "rst mover at the beginning 
of time. Rather, each event requires a Prime Mover at the very time it is taking place. 

37. Although Aristotle speaks of one Prime Mover as explaining all motion in the 
universe, he also maintains that every circular motion in the heavens requires an unmoved 
mover to get it started. Since he believes that the universe consists of a number of concentric 
spheres revolving around the earth, he postulates that there is an unmoved mover for each. 
So Aristotle is a philosophical polytheist. 
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language here, when his argument so far proves at most an impersonal 
principle. But what does this “god” think about, if not the world? Aris-
totle replies, he thinks of himself. But what facts about himself does he 
contemplate? Aristotle replies, his thoughts. #e Prime Mover is “thought 
thinking thought.” If the Prime Mover were to think of something about 
himself other than his thoughts, then his thoughts would be moved by 
that something else. For his thoughts to be entirely unmoved, they can be 
caused only by themselves.

What shall we make of this? First, the Prime Mover is a quasi-philoso-
pher. As Plato believed that philosophers should be kings, Aristotle believes 
that God is a philosopher. Furthermore, Aristotle’s deity reduces to tautol-
ogy. He cannot know the world, lest he be relative to it. His thought cannot 
be of anything other than itself, lest it be relative to something else. It can not 
be about any quality he has except his thinking, lest his thinking be moved 
by something else. So in the end his thought is a thought of a thought of a 
thought, or, to put it di3erently, a thought of nothing in particular.

Plato thought he had found the ultimate philosophical principle in 
the Form of the Good; but the Form of the Good turns out to be abstract 
and empty. #ough bearing rational authority, it tells us nothing speci"c. 
So with Aristotle’s Prime Mover: it is so abstract that its mind is virtually 
nothing.

We can see that Aristotle’s Prime Mover is vastly di3erent from the 
biblical God. #e biblical God is not only the "nal cause of the world, 
but the e+cient cause as well. He is not only the logical beginning of the 
universe, but its temporal beginning as well. And he knows and loves 
the world, without endangering his own absolute nature. #is is possible 
because the world itself is what it is because he created it according to his 
eternal thought. His mind contains real content, which he freely reveals to 
human beings.

We should also consider Aristotle’s ethics. For Aristotle, each being 
should act in accordance with its form, that is, its nature and purpose. He 
de"nes human beings as rational animals, so for him, as with all the Greek 
philosophers, the good life is the life of reason.

Reason tells us that the goal of human life is happiness. Happiness is 
not pleasure, at least not in the narrow sense of Epicureanism. Happiness is 
general well-being. Pleasure is at most a means to the end of happiness. In 
general, Aristotle sees the good life as contemplative, philosophical (again, 
Aristotle exalts his particular vocation to a universal principle).

Aristotle, like Plato, distinguishes three aspects of the soul, the veg-
etative, the sensitive (perhaps roughly equivalent to Plato’s “spirited”), and 
the rational. We share the "rst with plants, the second with animals; the 
third is unique to human beings. He also distinguishes moral from intel-
lectual virtues. Moral virtues pertain to the will, intellectual to reason.
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We learn the moral virtues, courage, temperance, and justice, from 
imitating others who exemplify these qualities. Such imitation leads us in 
time to form good habits, and those habits form a good character. #e 
intellectual virtue is prudence, and that comes from teaching. Aristotle 
distinguishes philosophic wisdom (disinterested, contemplative) from 
practical wisdom (wisdom to make decisions leading to happiness). One 
who has wisdom, he thinks, will seek moderation in all things. It is o!en 
possible to determine our speci"c duties by calculating the mean between 
two extremes. For example, a bu3oon makes a joke out of everything; a 
boor takes everything too seriously. But wit is the “golden mean” between 
these extremes. Aristotle didn’t o3er any precise formula for de"ning the 
extremes or locating the mean. Doubtless, he knew that with a bit of clever-
ness any act could be justi"ed as being between two extremes (e.g., robbing 
one bank as the mean between robbing many and robbing none). And he 
did see that sometimes a right decision might be on one extreme, such as 
the very decision to do right rather than wrong. But he assumed that the 
wise man would be able to furnish a proper context for these judgments.

#e State is the whole of which individuals and families are parts. 
#us its interests take precedence over theirs. Yet the ruler ought to seek 
the happiness of his subjects. Aristotle was nothing if not balanced! Yet his 
impulse, like Plato’s, is toward statism and totalitarianism, an impulse that 
may have in2uenced his most famous pupil, Alexander the Great.

#ere is a question as to how we can begin to acquire moral virtues. 
Aristotle teaches that we need to have virtuous dispositions to perform vir-
tuous acts; but we need to perform moral acts in order to form the habits 
that produce virtuous dispositions. Aristotle is aware of this circularity and 
counsels readers to begin the process by doing things that “resemble” vir-
tuous acts. But how one gets from resemblance to actuality is a mystery.

#e Christian revelation has an answer: God’s grace creates moral 
dispositions in sinners and enables them to follow those dispositions. And 
it also answers another major problem in Aristotle’s ethics. For Aristotle 
assumes that we can learn our moral obligations simply by observing our 
own natures and what makes us happy. #is is the root of the “natural law” 
tradition in ethics. But as David Hume pointed out, one cannot derive 
moral obligations from natural facts. One can’t infer what we ought to do 
from statements of what is the case; we cannot derive “ought” from “is.” 
#e fact that we are rational does not prove that we ought to live according 
to reason; the fact that we seek happiness does not imply that we ought to 
seek it. Scripture points to God’s revelation as the source of our knowl-
edge of ethical obligation. For God is both fact and value. To know him 
is to know at the same time the ultimate source of reality and the ultimate 
source of ethical obligation.

To summarize, the fundamental contrast in Aristotle’s philosophy, as 
in Plato’s, is that between form and matter. But form at the highest level (as 
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illustrated in the Prime Mover) is entirely contentless and abstract: a kind 
of “being in general.” And matter in its purest form is nonbeing. We see 
again the contrast between the Olympian order and the “shapeless stream” 
of the old religion. But in Aristotle the order is empty. He cannot really 
account for motion on its basis or for ethical obligation. And the shapeless 
stream, in Aristotle, is more shapeless than ever. #e lack of an absolute-
personal God leaves Aristotle’s system in incoherence.

Stoicism

#e Epicurean and Stoic schools arose during the Hellenistic period, 
the time when Greek culture spread throughout Western and Near East-
ern civilization. Alexander the Great (356–323), whose tutor was Aristo-
tle, conquered most of the known world—doubtless his means of seeking 
happiness.38 His empire broke up quickly a!er his early death, was divided 
among his lieutenants, and eventually passed to the Romans. Although 
Greek culture attained a kind of supremacy during this time, its most cre-
ative period was past. Yet philosophical schools continued the discussions 
begun by their predecessors.

I discussed Epicurus with the atomists at an earlier point, so I shall 
here focus on the Stoics, a school founded by Zeno of Cyprus (334–262). 
#e Stoics were materialists, teaching that only physical objects were real. 
But they acknowledged many di3erences within the broad category “mat-
ter.” #e soul was made of very "ne matter, rocks and dirt out of coarser 
matter. Even virtues are material, but they can exist in the same place as 
other matter, so virtues can be in the soul. Gordon Clark suggests that the 
Stoics’ “matter” is more like a "eld of force than like a hard stu3.39 Or, per-
haps, for the Stoics to say that something is material is simply to say that 
it really is, that it has being. Perhaps for them (whether or not they were 
aware of it), the proposition “reality is material” was tautological.

For the Stoics, knowledge begins in self-authenticating sensations. 
General skepticism about sense experience defeats itself, for it can be based 
only on the experiences it presumes to doubt.

#e world is a single reality, governed by its own world soul. #is 
pantheistic “god” rules all by natural law. As Plato’s Republic was ruled by 
a philosopher king, so the world of the Stoics is ruled by a divine philoso-
pher king.

Everything happens by law, so the Stoics took a fatalistic attitude 
toward life. Aristotle, like present-day open theists, had said that proposi-
tions about the future were neither true nor false, because the future was 
not an object of knowledge. #e Stoics held, on the contrary, that if I say 

38. One wonders, however, how such conquest could be justi"ed under the doctrine 
of the golden mean. 

39. Clark, !ales, 158–60. 
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“the sun will rise tomorrow” and it does, that proposition was already true 
when I uttered it. #erefore, the rising of the sun had to happen.

So the Stoics sought to act in accord with nature. #ey sought to be 
resigned to their fate. #eir ethic was one of learning to want what one gets, 
rather than of getting what one wants. But they did not advocate passivity. 
Contrary to Epicurus, they sought involvement in public life (the emperor 
Marcus Aurelius was a Stoic). #ey taught, as did all Greek thinkers, that 
one should live according to reason, which also is according to nature and 
according to the universal structure of society. #ey considered human 
society to be a universal brotherhood.

Stoicism is one major source, a!er Aristotle, of natural law thinking 
in ethics. Again, I ask David Hume’s question: how does one reason from 
the facts of nature to conclusions about ethical obligation? #e lack of a 
true theistic position made the answer to this question, for the Stoics as for 
Aristotle, impossible.

Even though the Stoics tried to overcome the form/matter dichotomy 
by making the whole world material, there remains a secondary dichotomy 
between the world soul and the beings within it. #e Stoics failed to answer 
how the world soul accounts for individual facts, or how it gives moral 
direction to "nite creatures.

Plotinus (AD 205–70)

#e school of thought begun at Plato’s Academy continued for many 
centuries, but it endured some radical philosophical shi!s. In the third cen-
tury BC, a number of its members were skeptics: Pyrrho (d. 275), Timon 
(d. 230), and Arcesilaus (315–241). #is was odd, because Plato himself had 
expended considerable energy disputing skepticism. But his dialogues rarely 
ended with cogent de"nitions of philosophical terms, and the Parmenides, 
as we have seen, leaves the theory of Forms itself hanging in uncertainty. So 
perhaps the skeptical turn of the Academy was not entirely a surprise.

#e period of “Middle Platonism” (100 BC–AD 270), was a time of 
world-weariness. Politics and economics gave people little reason to trea-
sure the a3airs of this life but desire to escape from it. #e mystery reli-
gions and Gnosticism40 o3ered people various means of transcending the 

40. Gnosticism is similar to Plotinus’s Neoplatonism in many ways. In Gnosticism, 
too, there is a scale of being. At the top there is a nameless being, connected to the mate-
rial world by semi-divine intermediaries. #e “fall” occurs when the least of these beings 
mistakenly creates a material world. We are trapped in that world and must be reabsorbed 
into the nameless Supreme Being by various intellectual and moral disciplines taught by the 
Gnostic teachers. However, Plotinus opposed the Gnostics. I’m inclined to regard that as a 
family quarrel. We can see that Gnosticism and Neoplatonism represent a common way of 
thinking, a common worldview (with variations of course) that was in the air during the 
early centuries of the Christian era. #e idea that God and man are on a continuum and we 
can become God by various means is still in the air today. See Peter R. Jones’s comparison 
between Gnosticism and the “new spiritualities” in !e Gnostic Empire Strikes Back (Phil-
lipsburg, NJ: P&R Publishing, 1992) and Spirit Wars (Escondido: Main Entry, 1997). 
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space-time world and being absorbed into divinity. #e Platonic school 
also turned in a religious direction, emphasizing Plato’s teaching that the 
soul belonged to a world other than this one and needed to return to that 
world through the exercise of mind. Into this tradition came Plotinus, the 
founder of the movement known as “Neoplatonism.” 

Plotinus opposes the materialism of the Epicureans and Stoics by 
using various arguments: Materialism cannot explain thought. Material-
ism cannot identify the subject of knowledge, the one who knows, the one 
who uses the senses to gain knowledge. As Plato said, the most real beings 
are immaterial, including the human soul.

Plotinus describes a chain of being with a supreme being (“the One”) 
at the top of the scale, and descending levels in order: mind (nous), soul 
(psyche), and the material world. He conceives of this ladder as a down-
ward path and an upward path.

To examine the downward path, we shall start at the top of the scale, 
with the highest being, the One. #e One cannot be described in human 
words. Even the term “one” is not literally applicable. But Plotinus thinks 
that the idea of oneness, unity, captures much of what he wants to say about 
this being. #e One has no qualities, no properties (else there would be a 
division between subject and predicate). #e only way to know the One 
is through being mystically united to him in a trance that itself cannot be 
described.

Yet, Plotinus does say a great deal about the One: that it exists, that it 
does not have the qualities of beings in the material world, that it is imma-
terial, that it is possible for souls to enter a mystical relation with it. He 
particularly emphasizes that the One communicates its excellence to lower 
beings. #is communication is an emanation, like light coming from a "re. 
#e One does not freely choose to emanate; rather, it cannot help but do 
so.41 To emanate is its nature. #e emanations produce the lower beings. In 
the end, all reality is an emanation of the One. So in one sense all reality is 
divine in character. Plotinus is fundamentally a monist.

#e "rst product of the emanation, and the second level of reality, 
is nous, or Mind. Plotinus represents it as the result of the One’s thought. 
It corresponds to Plato’s world of Forms and, perhaps, to Aristotle’s active 
intellect. Here, some multiplicity enters in: the distinction between subject 
and object, the many things of which there are Ideas.

#e third level is that of Soul (psyche). Mind generates objects of 
its thought and thus produces Soul or life. Plotinus’s Soul is like Plato’s 
Demiurge, Heraclitus’s logos. It governs the world from within the world. 
Plotinus describes three aspects of Soul: (1) #e world Soul (compare the 
Stoic world Soul), which explains motion and change; (2) the middle Soul, 

41. #is is in contrast with the God of the Bible. In Scripture, (1) God is not con-
strained to create. He creates the world freely and voluntarily. (2) #e product of creation, 
the world, is not divine in character, not in any sense a part of God. 

Plotinus
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which gives life to particular souls; and (3) the lower Soul, which gives rise 
to bodies. Human souls are immortal.

#e fourth level is the material world. We are souls, contained in mate-
rial bodies. #is condition is the result of a “fall,” which results because our 
souls have accepted the guidance of sensation and become entangled with 
the material.42 Union with the body in itself is not evil, unless we linger too 
long in this condition. But we should seek to rise from it as soon as pos-
sible by knowledge and virtue. At the bottom level of the material world is 
prime matter (compare Aristotle’s teaching on this). Prime matter is really 
nothing, or empty space (compare Plato’s “receptacle”). As rays of light dis-
appear into the darkness, prime matter represents the farthest extent of the 
emanation of the One.

We can ascend on the ladder of being as we "rst descended, being 
absorbed into Soul, then Mind, then the One. #e method of ascent is 
gaining knowledge, which also is growth in virtue.

Plotinus probably noticed that Plato’s Forms did not account for all 
reality. So he advocated a broader principle, higher than the Forms, that 
would account for all of reality, including mud, hair, "lth, evil, negativity, 
and imperfection. So the One can be understood as the result of a rational-
istic impulse. Plotinus commends Parmenides’ statement that “to be and to 
be thought are the same.” 

Signi"cantly, however, it turns out that the One cannot be described 
at all. It has no qualities. It is not tall or short, because it is the principle of 
tallness and shortness. It is not good or evil, because it is the principle of 
good and evil, and therefore beyond good and evil. It is not even literally 
one, for it is the principle underlying both unity and plurality. So the One 
explains everything and nothing. #e explanation of everything turns out 
to be the greatest unexplained mystery of all.

Ultimate knowledge, therefore, comes not from reasoning but from 
mysticism, from ine3able union with the One. #us Plotinus’s extreme 
rationalism devolves into irrationalism. As Plato’s Good was empty and 
Aristotle’s Prime Mover a self-referential tautology (thought of thought of 
thought), so Plotinus’s One communicates to us no knowledge at all.

Conclusion

Recall the general themes I listed under the introduction to “A Sur-
vey of Greek Philosophy.” We have seen now many speci"c examples of 
the “form-matter motive” (Dooyeweerd’s phrase43) that unites the various 

42. It is not clear in Plotinus whether or not this fall is the result of a free choice. Given 
that the whole movement from the One to the material world is a necessary emanation, it 
would seem that the fall, too, was necessary. But when speaking of the fall and redemption 
of the human soul, Plotinus refers to choices we make. 

43. Dooyeweerd, Twilight.
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strains of Greek thought. #ough very di3erent in many ways, these phi-
losophies all seek to understand reality without the guidance of an absolute 
person. #erefore they a+rm the autonomy of their own reason. Yet they 
note as they must that their reason is fallible, not omnicompetent. #ere are 
areas of reality that defy rational analysis (change to Parmenides, the world 
of sense to Plato, prime matter for Aristotle, etc.). #e Greek response to 
these mysteries is to say that part of the world is essentially unknowable, 
essentially irrational. We can’t know it, because it can’t be known.44 It is the 
chaos of the “shapeless stream.” It is illusion (Parmenides), nonbeing, or 
nothingness. But the shapeless stream is found everywhere, as Aristotle’s 
matter underlies all substances. So if matter is irrational, the whole uni-
verse is irrational. #us the irrationalism of the Greeks undermines their 
rationalism; and when they (as Parmenides) force their way to a consistent 
rationalism, they end up denying the entire world of experience.

#eir project was to impose autonomous reason upon an irrational 
world.45 #at project was bold, even revolutionary, as we have seen; but it 
could not hope to succeed.

#e only ultimate alternative is the absolute-personality theism of 
Scripture. God has created a knowable world and has given human beings 
the power to know it. But they can never hope to know it exhaustively as he 
does. So there are mysteries—not because there is an irrational element in 
the world, not because there is an element of nonbeing that somehow exists 
in order to frustrate philosophers—but because God has hidden from us 
some of his rational understanding of his creation.

Combining the Christian perspective with the Greek is not advis-
able. We can learn today from the questions the Greeks asked, from 
their failures, from the insights they express in matters of detail. But we 
should rigorously avoid the notion of rational autonomy and the form-
matter scheme as a comprehensive worldview.46 Unfortunately, during the 
medieval period and beyond, Christian theologians relied extensively on 
Neoplatonism and (beginning with Aquinas) Aristotelianism. Aquinas, 
for example, distinguished between natural reason (which operates apart 
from revelation) and faith (which supplements our reason with revelation). 
#en he referred over and over again to Aristotle as “the Philosopher” who 
guides us in matters of natural reason. #e problems generated by this 
combination of Christian and pagan thought will occupy our studies of the 
medieval period.

44. We recall the slogan, “What my net can’t catch isn’t "sh.” See Cornelius Van Til’s 
pamphlet “Why I Believe in God” (Philadelphia: Orthodox Presbyterian Church, n.d.). 

45. As Van Til o!en says, imposing abstract forms on abstract particulars, stringing 
beads without holes.

46. It is sometimes useful to distinguish form and matter on a micro-level. It is not 
wrong to distinguish what things are made of (matter) from what they are (form). It is 
wrong to try to bring all reality under this schema. For to do that would either leave God 
out of our worldview or would make him a form (as Aristotle), matter, or both.
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For Further Discussion

1. Why does Frame advise against combining the Greek world view with 
the Christian? Evaluate his position.

2. What propositions, if any, did the Greek philosophers hold in 
common? In what ways did they di3er from one another? 

3. Distinguish the “shapeless stream,” “fate,” and “order,” in the older and 
younger Greek religions. Do these same concepts appear in the Greek 
philosophical tradition? Where and how? 

4. Following Cornelius Van Til, Frame alleges that each Greek 
philosopher combined rationalism and irrationalism. De"ne these 
isms, show how they apply to each philosopher, and explain why these 
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categories are so regularly present. Or, rebut the whole idea. 

5. Describe some of the Greek philosophers’ views of ethics. Do any of 
them succeed in showing us what we ought to do? Why or why not? 

6. Distinguish form and matter as these categories are used by Plato and 
Aristotle. What is the purpose of this distinction? Does the distinction 
accomplish its purpose? Explain. 

7. Does Aristotle prove the existence of the God of the Bible? Why or why 
not? 

8. Give an example of determinism and an example of indeterminism 
among the Greek philosophers. How is each position argued? Is either 
position cogent? Present your own view, and an argument for it. 

9. Frame says, “#e only ultimate alternative (to the Greek philosophies) 
is the absolute-personality theism of Scripture.” Explain and evaluate. 

10. Should Christians try to synthesize Greek thought with the biblical 
 message? If so, describe how the two would "t together. If not, why 
 not?

Outline

Greek Worldviews: 
One and Many
'e Greek Way of 
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Philosophy, the 
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